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Executive summary: Q4 2015

The following report details overall email marketing trends for the fourth quarter of 2015, as well as the key performance indicators (KPIs) that 
shaped the success of Experian Marketing Services’ clients’ email programs over the past two years. 

Key trends:

• There is no “best time to mail,” but weekends and early morning hours saw increased email engagement during the fourth quarter.

•  While email volume increased by 23.4 percent in Q4 2015 compared to Q4 2014, open rates actually matched or were above those in Q4 2014.
Unsubscribe rates also decreased year-over-year (YOY), suggesting that even with increased email volume, customers still engage with messages 
that are relevant and thoughtful.

•  Total email opens increased slightly in Q4 2015 compared with the year prior, while unique opens were down. This suggests that customers are 
revisiting the same emails multiple times during the day.

•  Transaction rates and revenue per email increased by 14 percent and 12.8 percent (respectively) in Q4 compared to Q3 2015, a common trend for 
the holiday season. 

For this quarter’s spotlight on section, we are examining the performance of e-statements to find opportunities for optimization. 
Key findings include: 

•  E-statements outperform promotional mailings on all major email metrics, providing a great means of regular communication with a brand’s most 
loyal customers.

•  While the focus of e-statements is often account-related information, more than 50 percent of the clicks in e-statements occurred on links to other 
products and offers from these brands.

http://www.experian.com/marketingservices
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Spotlight on: E-statements
Every quarter, we tackle a unique trend or feature to evaluate its 
importance to an overall email marketing strategy. This quarter, we 
are shining a spotlight on the workhorse of the loyalty program: the 
e-statement. To dive deeper into its impact, we selected 13 brands that 
sent e-statements in 2015 and evaluated their success.

Loyalty programs are particularly important post-holiday, as they offer 
a great way to retain the customers gained during the holiday season. 
A key component of loyalty programs across industries is the monthly 
e-statement, which provides the customer’s program status as well as 
reminders of program features.  

E-statements deliver:
• On-going communication with a brand’s most loyal customers

• Customer-specific information on point totals and reward levels

• A regular reminder of the loyalty program’s benefits

• Additional opportunities to earn points and redeem awards

E-statement performance
Because loyalty programs target a set of best customers, it is not 
surprising that e-statements performed quite well compared to standard 
promotional mailings from the same brands.
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The majority of the campaigns we analyzed contained the following 
account-related features:

• Account number

• Point balances

• Points or dollars required to achieve the next reward or program level

• A link for account management

• Program benefits

Account-related links received an average of 29 percent of the clicks 
in these mailings. Even though loyalty points and rewards were the 
focus (and in many cases, the main images) of the emails, links to 
other products and offers received more than 50 percent of clicks. This 
represents an opportunity for brands to consider and test new creative 
elements, product information and offers to include in their e-statements.

Areas of opportunity:

•  A navigation bar listing the main product areas for the brand received as 
much as 25 percent of overall clicks.

•  Calls-to-action to “Shop Now” or “Book Now” typically received 
between 5 and 10 percent of clicks.

•  “New Arrivals,” “Hot Products” and “Your Next Getaway’ also caught 
loyalty members’ attention.

REWARDS

From: SuiteKicks

Your monthly rewards statement is here

You are only 750 points way from your next reward!
Points needed for next status level: 5,750 

To: Me

Rewards #:
050113

Rewards level:
Gold

Total points:
9,250

Rewards just for you!

5,000 points:

10% OFF
your next purchase!

10,000 points:

20% OFF
your next purchase!

Summary
E-statements provide on-going, personalized communication with a 
brand’s most loyal customers. In addition to valuing the loyalty program 
information in e-statements, customers clearly respond to promotional 
links throughout these emails.    

http://www.experian.com/marketingservices
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Days and times that saw a higher percent of transactions than percent of volume may be good days to consider testing for additional mailings:

Performance by day-of-week and time-of-day
There is no “best time to mail”  — every brand has a different set of customers, with different needs and preferences. That said, the historical performance 
of Q4 2015 campaigns by time-of-day and day-of-week can highlight opportunities for times and days to test mailing more frequently. 

Finding the best time-of-day and day-of-week for a particular brand requires understanding the type of mailing, the offer or message and the selected 
customer segment. It also requires systematic testing. In preparation of next year’s holiday season, consider conducting day and time testing throughout 
the year to plan the schedule that works best for your audience.
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Day-of-week performance: Email volume vs. transactions 
(Q4 2015)

Source: Experian Marketing Services
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Early morning, late afternoon and 
evening saw relatively high 
transaction rates in Q4 2015.

A more actionable understanding of time and day can come from looking at the variables at the individual customer level. Programs like  
Experian Marketing Services’ Email Insights can match your email database to a consortium of other brands, enabling you to look at individual email 
behavior beyond interactions with your specific brand. Determining the time and day preferences for each customer across brands can help you better 
segment your list so that each individual will receive the message at the time that works best with their preferences. 

http://www.experian.com/marketingservices
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Q4 2015 benchmarks: Volume

Year-over-year volume comparison

The following benchmarks report on the YOY trends for Q4 2015 compared 
to Q4 2014. This quarter, email volume rose by 23.4 percent compared to 
the same quarter last year.
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•  All industries except publishers had YOY gains in email volume in 
Q4 2015.

•  More than 75 percent of multi-channel retailers increased their volume 
in Q4, as did two-thirds of consumer products and services and media 
and entertainment brands.

•  Business products and services saw the highest percentage gain in 
volume (32 percent), due to 55 percent of brands in that vertical showing 
volume increases.

Quarter-to-quarter volume comparison
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•  The Q4 increases from Q3 in 2015 were very similar to those seen in the 
same quarters in 2014.
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Performance analysis
To enhance our understanding of performance by industry, we have 
analyzed all Q4 metrics for 2015 versus 2014.  

Positive change Minimal change Negative change

All industry: 
Q4 year-over year performance analysis

Source: Experian Marketing Services

•  Even as send volume increased, total and unique open rates were fairly 
close to the rates seen in Q4 2014. Unsubscribe rates also significantly 
decreased, suggesting that marketers are sending more relevant 
messages during the holiday season.

•  Average transaction rates and revenue per email declined, but these 
results varied per brand, with almost half (47 percent) of brands seeing 
significant year-over-year increases in these metrics.  

All industry: 
Q4 compared to Q3 2015 performance analysis

Source: Experian Marketing Services

•  Transaction rates and revenue per email rose in Q4 compared to Q3 
2015 as holiday shopping drove performance.

•  Total and unique click rates were down during Q4 compared to Q3 2015. 
During the holiday season, many customers know exactly what they 
want to purchase, and are ready to buy if the price is right.

Business products and services: 
Q4 year-over-year performance analysis

Source: Experian Marketing Services

•  While open and click rates declined for business products and services, 
the changes were very modest when considered with the 32 percent 
increase in volume.
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Consumer products and services: 
Q4 year-over-year performance analysis

 Source: Experian Marketing Services

•  For consumer products and services, average clicks, transactions  
rates and revenue per email saw YOY declines. The results by brand, 
however, were much more positive, as more than 55 percent of brands 
in this vertical had statistically significant increases in these metrics.  

Media and entertainment: 
Q4 year-over-year performance analysis

Source: Experian Marketing Services

•  Over 80 percent of media and entertainment brands had statistically 
positive increases in total open rates.

•  Click rates declined, however, struggling to keep up with the  
volume increase.

Multi-channel retailers 
Q4 year-over-year performance analysis

Source: Experian Marketing Services

•  With a 26 percent increase in YOY volume, it is amazing that open and 
transaction rates were close to those seen in Q4 2014.

•  Bounce rates declined, indicating that retail brands were paying close 
attention to list health during these peak holiday months. As one of the 
major factors that contributes to reaching the inbox, list health is an 
important consideration throughout the year.
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Trend to watch: Animation 

Nine percent of the promotional mailings in our Holiday Retail study 
used animation. In comparing the mailings with animation to the 
other holiday mailings from the same brands, we saw double-digit 
percentage lifts in unique clicks, click-to-open and transaction rates.

Publishers: 
Q4 year-over-year performance analysis

Source: Experian Marketing Services

•  Overall open and click rates declined from last year, but 59 and 42 
percent of publishers saw statistically significant increases for open 
rates and click rates year-over-year, respectively.

Travel: 
Q4 year-over-year performance analysis

 Source: Experian Marketing Services

• Open and click rates were strong for the travel industry in Q4. 

•  Although the year-over-year bounce rate rose, the 2.85 percent rate in 
Q4 was lower than the 3.1 percent rate seen in Q3 2015.
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Mobile trends

Email opens and clicks by platform (Q4 2015)
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• Fifty-six percent of total email opens occurred on a mobile phone or tablet in Q4, compared to 54 percent in Q3 2015. 

• The majority of email opens occurred on mobile phones or tablets for all industries except business products and services.

•  Consistent with other quarters, the majority of total clicks occurred on desktops for all industries except multi-channel retailers, which saw only 40 
percent of clicks occur on desktops. This number has decreased from Q3 2015, when retailers received 45 percent of clicks on desktops.
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• Media and entertainment was the only vertical to see a decrease in opens and clicks on mobile phones.

• Publishers saw immense growth in mobile opens and clicks, with a 245.5 percent increase in mobile clicks YOY.

•  Multichannel retailers, consumer products and services and media and entertainment saw decreases in tablet opens and clicks. The largest decrease 
was seen by retailers, who saw a 19.4 percent decrease in opens and a 28.3 percent decrease in clicks on a tablet, YOY.

Q4 2015 compared to Q4 2014 – Platform change
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Methodology
Experian Marketing Services’ quarterly benchmarks are based on the analysis of major email marketing trends and key performance indicators across 
six major verticals: business products and services, consumer products and services, media and entertainment, multi-channel retailers, publishers and 
travel. Data analyzed in these benchmark reports are from client brands within the United States and Canada that have opted to participate in the study. 
All metrics, including the historical benchmarks, reflect average performance at 7 days after the emails were sent.  

Appendix: Metrics definitions
Total opens: All opens recorded for the mailing including multiple opens by the same subscriber. Total open rates are (total opens/received)

Unique opens: The number of unique subscribers that have opened an HTML-formatted message. Unique open rates are (unique opens/received)

Total clicks: Every click on a tracked link, including multiple clicks by a given subscriber. Total click rates are (total clicks/received)

Unique clicks: The number of unique subscribers who have clicked on any link. Unique click rates are (unique clicks/received)

Click-to-open rates: Unique clicks as a percentage of unique opens (unique clicks/unique opens)

Transaction rates: Overall percentage of transactions as related to delivered messages (transactions/received). This metric only includes data for clients 
who have implemented Experian Marketing Services’ Track to Purchase functionality

Transaction-to-click rates: Percentage of transactions compared to the number of unique clicks (transactions/unique clicks). This metric only includes 
data for clients who have implemented Experian Marketing Services’ Track to Purchase functionality

Average order value: Average total amount for each transaction. This metric only includes data for clients who have implemented Experian Marketing 
Services’ Track to Purchase functionality 

Revenue per email delivered: Average amount earned for each delivered email (total order/received)

Bounce rates: The percentage of subscribers that did not receive a mailing because their email addresses hard bounced (bounce/sent)

Unsubscribe rates: The total percentage of subscribers lost as a result of users unsubscribing from the mailing (unique unsubscribers/received)

http://www.experian.com/marketingservices
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